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adres : esfahan.
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bakhtiarvand

Photoshop
Corel
ILLustrator
Indesign
Adoos3
Designing
Photography trial

SKILLS

LANGUAGE
English
Farsi
Turkish
trialSOCIAL NETWORK
TelegramID :
InstagramID :
trial

@miss.mari
@miss.mari
trial

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
video communication expert
graphic associate graphic

i was born in esfahan province and in 
fooladshahr.i am the third child of the family.
i attended the conservatory in zarrin shahr in 
the handicraft graphic arts school.
i spent my associates degree in graphic design in 
isfahan province of shahreza
completed undergraduate degree in visual 
communication in mazandaran province babol.
from third grade to first year of college of college 
l was involved inkarate sport in shitoryu style.
during these years l participated in provindial 
league naticipated in provincial league national 
and national team competitions.
and i won several medals and awards and i was 
in theater as an associate

Biography
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DIAMOND AIRLINES ERAM

Drawing with photoshop

DIAMOND AIRLINES  
     pictugeram
 

1 2 3

 .1.put the analyzed body in a square bux.
 .2.insert analyzed error info triangle box.
 .3.put the analyzed body in the circle box.

 

PASARGAD CREAD IT IN         
STITUTE ERAM
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ERAM DESIGN USING TRIANGLE FRAM

WITH FINE CUTS

 

ERAM DESIGN USING CIRCLE FRAM

WITH FINE CUTS

 

ERAM DESIGN USING CIRCLE FRAM
WITH FINE CUTS

 

ERAM DESIGN USING TRIANGLE FRAM

WITH FINE CUTS
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Magazine design

to design the logotype it was 
first designed on a chessboard 
and then executed by bakrell.

logo grading

magazine cover design

for the cover design of the 
magazine l first designed the 
cover uniform and the illustrated 
it to fit the magazine theme using 
a cover photo.

mockup magazine cover
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index page design
using the foam l used 
magazine headlines and 
stamped the vector of 
one of the topics
and l printed and used 
photo prints to design 
the indox page.
according to the layout 
principles for the 
composite indox page l 
use text and image.

list page mockup

two facing pages
according to the 
headline text for 
the page illustrate 
and combine the 
text with two pages

two-faced mockup
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Mono type

monogram design of letter m and z

design monnograms using different tools and colors and 
then take the final form and execute with the system or 
rapid or color and the design is each with a technique
like a positive negative shadow

the letter m design is read both in latin and persian.
design  the letter m in three three square boxes triangles and circles...
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logo design

i used hand brushes to design these logotypes using brushes 
and other tools and color.then i used rapids on glaze paper.logo type
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i used the siemens tools to design 
the logo and i designed the logo.

logo

persian logo according to the product type and 
its features i designed the logo and 
implemented it with photoshop 
software.

latin logo

Office set
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header
we use business card designs and 
layers to design the header and make it 
easier to design.
i designed the business card using 
photoshop software.

brochure
brochure design using 
photoshop software.

visiting card
I designed the business 
card using photoshop 
software and i used white 
and pink in the work.
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shopping bag
i designed the shopping 
bag extensively

envelope
i designed the envelope 
packageing extensively

Poster

commercial 
poster design

i took pictures of the 
product using the camera 
and designed the poster.
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commercial advertising poster

i used the photomontage technique for 
poster design

religious typography poster
i combined the poster's text with a font 
and worked on the typography.i also 
applied the poster for the poster with 
watercolor  on cardboard and then took 
it to photoshop and combined it with 
typography.

ashura poster
i photographed a candle and 
red droplets and then blended 
them together.

i designed using photoshop's 
photography technique and software 
filters

hijab poster
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environmental poster

i used a leaf photo to design 
and i desiged and combined 
the pipes with the pen tool 
in photoshop and the brush 
tool.
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